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Wheat Systems Achieves Apple Mobility Certification— 
and Elite Status in Virginia. 

Enables Wheat to work with Apple as a service provider for the rapidly growing mobility area. 

Wheat Systems, an innovative IT consulting company based in Richmond, VA, has achieved the Apple Mobility 

certification during the 1st quarter of 2012. Serving public and private clients in the Mid-Atlantic and beyond, Wheat 

is now one of only two IT services companies in VA with this designation. In fact, Wheat Systems is the only IT service 

company in the Richmond Metro area with this designation. 

Apple Mobility certification enables Wheat to work with companies, government agencies and schools as a 

consultant and solution provider of the rapidly growing Apple mobility marketplace.  Wheat Systems can help IT 

administrators deploy, manage and secure Apple IOS devices in any existing environment. Other services include 

migration from PC to Apple, integration with current IT, and training. 

Apple is the most valuable information technology company in the world, and its products are rapidly changing the 

traditional IT landscape. Organizations prefer to hire Certified Professionals because they know exactly what skills 

they have; the company is guaranteed to have a proven and measurable level of competency in that area. 

Certification also ensures that the company and its clients will be current on the latest technologies and best 

practices of the industry. 

“Our proven technical expertise combined with Apple Mobility certification brings valuable capability to our 

customers,” said Tom Kusiak, Vice President of Client Services for Wheat Systems. 

Wheat Systems’ Chad Christianson recently helped non-profit 4TheChildren migrate from a PC environment to an all 

Apple environment, including a special security system program that was written for the PC. Said the client, “He 

migrated our existing PC environment over to Apple without a hitch, with no data loss, and all programs work! He 

also showed us how to secure our Apple-based mobile devices so that our network was secure.” Wheat Systems 

received 5 stars out of 5 in the customer review on the Apple Consultants Network reviews page.  

More information about Wheat Systems can be found at www.wheatsystems.com. 
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